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THE CHALLENGE

Adopt video to communicate the same key 
messages to all countries at the same time
The Nuxe training team wanted to lead and train a double network: 
its international partners and the teams based in the French sales 
outlets.

The brand was looking to produce educational training videos to 
teach the main key arguments when selling products. With 
attractive and dynamic training content, NUXE aims to captures the 
attention of sales advisors who are called upon by many brands.

THE CUSTOMER

A pioneer in natural cosmetology
For thirty years, french brand NUXE has been 

a pioneer in natural cosmetology. From a 

Parisian laboratory, NUXE has become a 

worldwide group present in 60 countries.

"We need to ensure that pharmacy sales advisors 
know our products and their benefits well, to 
provide customers with a highly qualitative Nuxe 
experience. ”

Ingrid
Director of Scientific 

Communication and Training

Visuel entreprise



THE SOLUTION

Kannelle to create professional training videos
The training team particularly appreciates the quality of the videos 
they can quickly create with Kannelle. They are in line with the 
brand's reputation, so that they can distribute these videos to 
resellers and even publish them on social networks.

Compared to the time spent producing videos with external 
providers or complex software, the team estimates that they save 
valuable hours every week. This is a real asset for the teams, who 
have been able to integrate the video format into the heart of their 
training strategy.

The training team also appreciates the automatic subtitling 
capability which is available in several languages and ensures key 
messages can be broadcasted in any country in which they are 
present.

“We are very satisfied with the quality of the videos 
produced with Kannelle. They are dynamic and are 
always on brand!”

Ingrid
Director of Scientific Communication 

and Training

Visuel entreprise



THE EXAMPLE

Promoting a new product and innovation in video
Several videos were produced in a few months, in French and in 
English. These videos were distributed to professionals around the 
world (sales points and partners) and others were developed 
specifically for end consumers and distributed on Instagram to 
promote the brand and its cosmetic expertise.

Here, a pharmacist specialized in cosmetology presents one of the 
brand's innovations:

Nuxe Bio Deodorant Balm innovation

"Video is an educational format that is very much 
appreciated by pharmacy consultants and our 
customers alike. It is visual and lets us showcase 
our values and innovations with a human touch. ”

Ingrid
Director of Scientific Communication 

and Training

Visuel entreprise

https://www.instagram.com/p/CPno7TfqoRn/


Kannelle, the video solution for all!

Kannelle is a complete solution dedicated to business video creation. 

With the Kannelle app, available on iOS and Android, any employee 

can create a professional video in 15 minutes. Its main features are:

 

●  A library of customisable business video scenarios

●  Assisted filming

●  Automatic edits using the company's visual identity

●  Automatically generated animations and subtitles

 

Our solution also includes a web-based platform to manage 

users, visual identities and custom scenarios to ensure that 

every piece of content is on brand. Finally,  Kannelle’s Love 

Office is there to inspire and support you.

 

With Kannelle, video is simple and accessible to all, without 
specific skills!

Contact us
📱  +33 (0)1 84 60 02 66 💌 hello@kannelle.io 🛸  kannelle.io/en/

mailto:hello@kannelle.io
https://kannelle.io/en/



